Recurrence quantification analysis of turbulent fluctuations in the plasma edge of Tokamak Chauffage Alfvén Brésilien tokamak
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Recurrences are close returns of a given state in a time series, and can be used to identify different dynamical regimes and other related phenomena, being particularly suited for analyzing experimental data. In this work, we use recurrence quantification analysis to investigate dynamical patterns in scalar data series obtained from measurements of floating potential and ion saturation current at the plasma edge of the Tokamak Chauffage Alfvén Brésilien [R. M. O. Galvão et al., Plasma Phys. Controlled Fusion 43, 1181 (2001)]. We consider plasma discharges with and without the application of radial electric bias, and also with two different regimes of current ramp. Our results indicate that biasing improves confinement through destroying highly recurrent regions within the plasma column that enhance particle and heat transport. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3280010]

I. INTRODUCTION

Electrostatic turbulence in the tokamak plasma edge is a likely candidate for explaining cross-field anomalous transport1 and it is also important to describe plasma-wall interactions in tokamaks.2 Anomalous transport is dominated by instabilities driven by strong temperature and density gradients along radial directions (i.e., directions normal to the magnetic flux surfaces).3 These instabilities can be experimentally investigated through measurements of fluctuations of quantities such as electrostatic potential and ion saturation currents using probes. From these measurements we can obtain the fluctuating radial plasma velocity through \( \mathbf{E} \times \mathbf{B} \) drift and radial particle fluxes.4 The broadband electrostatic fluctuations observed in the tokamak plasma edge present some distinctive features of fully-developed turbulence with fluctuation levels in the 10%–30% range.3 Quantifying electrostatic turbulence is thus essential to get physically interesting information on the quantities derived from these measurements.

However, this problem is far from being simple. Typical time series obtained from floating potential or ion saturation current measurements are not just purely stochastic signals but rather intermittent series punctuated by large and sporadic events. Hence a conventional statistical approach, based only on the properties of the probability distribution function of the fluctuating data, may be not enough to quantify the strength of the turbulent electrostatic fluctuations.

On the other hand, these series exhibit a behavior akin of complex systems, where features of both ordered and disordered dynamics are simultaneously present, with an interplay of energy among temporal and spatial degrees of freedom.5 We usually call this phenomenon as structure formation in turbulent signals, which carry on valuable information on the deterministic factors which, in addition to stochastic ones, compose complex time series.6,7 The structures, on their hand, can be related to physical processes described by classical or neoclassical theories, such as drift-wave turbulence.1 One of the advantages of having some knowledge about these structures is to open the possibility of an effective control procedure aiming to decrease the turbulence levels in order to improve transport properties at the tokamak edge.3,8

In this paper we pursue a different approach, the recurrence quantification analysis (RQA), widely used in nonlinear dynamics,7 in order to quantify complex signals such as those yielded by electrostatic turbulence, and which is based on the recurrence properties of the time series.10 The key idea in RQA is recurrence, which is a basic property of dynamical systems as already introduced by Poincaré in 1890: in volume-preserving flows with bounded orbits only, a given state will return, after a sufficiently long time, to an arbitrarily small neighborhood of this state. Even though our system does not fulfill the requirements for the Poincaré recurrence theorem, we can exploit the idea of recurrence by tracking the evolution of the systems state at each time, in order to find the instant where it returns close to that state.5

The matching of possible recurrences among all time instants for a given time series leads to a recurrence matrix, whose graphical representation is called a recurrence plot (RP), and has been introduced in nonlinear dynamics to calculate the maximum Lyapunov exponent related to a time series,11 as well as to study its nonstationarity.12 The structures that have been identified in RPs allow the use of RQA,13 which has been extensively used in many applications in meteorology,14 finance,15 geophysics,16 and
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cardiology. There are also some applications of RPs in space and fusion plasmas as well.

In this work we use RQA to characterize and quantify the recurrence content of electrostatic fluctuations in the edge region of a tokamak, using data obtained from measurements made in the Tokamak Chauffage Alfvén Brésilien (TCABR). By tokamak edge we mean the region near to the last closed flux surface, including the scrape-off layer. Probes have been built in TCABR to measure the electrostatic potential and ion saturation current fluctuations in the edge region, giving information on plasma potential and particle density.

Electrostatic fluctuations in the plasma edge have been assigned to physical processes governed by nonlinear mechanisms, such as the interaction between drift waves, which appear due to the steep density gradients in the tokamak edge region. These interactions exhibit a strong dependence on the radial variable, which is reflected in the turbulent fluctuation levels measured in the experiments. One of the main aims of the present paper is to use RQA to quantify the radial variation of the recurrences present in turbulent fluctuations.

There are yet other factors affecting plasma edge turbulence which have been tested in TCABR. One of them is the use of a voltage biased electrode inserted at the tokamak edge in order to improve plasma confinement. In a previous paper we considered the radial variation of turbulent fluctuations for tokamak discharges without electrode biasing, finding that the presence of structures in the recurrences of the floating potential fluctuations is higher just after the plasma radius. In this paper we substantially extend the previous analysis and use the RQA to detect variations on the radial profile of turbulence recurrence due to biasing, considering also qualitatively different regimes, which differ by the different plasma current evolution during the early phase of the discharges.

The paper is organized as follows: in the Sec. II we outline the basic concepts of RPs and RQA, respectively. Section III deals with the experimental setup and the kind of data we obtain from the tokamak TCABR. The application of RQA to turbulent series of floating potential in discharges before and during biasing is treated in Sec. IV with special emphasis on quantifying the signals recurrence. Section V shows the recurrence radial dependence for other turbulent signals during these two conditions, and also compares two different regimes of operation in TCABR, which differ by the evolution of plasma current. Section VI contains our conclusions and suggestions for further work.

II. RECURRENCE QUANTIFICATION ANALYSIS

We consider the time series obtained by measuring the electrostatic fluctuations in the tokamak plasma edge $y_i = y(t=i \Delta)$ at a given space point, where $\Delta$ is the inverse sampling frequency, and $i=1,2,\cdots,N$ ($N$ is the total number of points). We make an embedding using time-delay coordinates from which we form the vectors $y_i = \{y_i, y_{i+\tau}, y_{i+2\tau}, \cdots, y_{i+(d-1)\tau}\}$ belonging to a $d$-dimensional reconstructed phase space, where $d$ is the embedding dimension and $\tau$ is the delay. The embedding dimension and the time delay can be estimated, respectively, from the method of false neighbors and the first zero of the autocorrelation function.

A recurrence occurs whenever a trajectory visits roughly the same $d$-dimensional volume in the reconstructed phase space. A RP depicts, at a given instant, the times at which $y_i = y_j$, where $i, j = 1,2,\cdots,N$ is represented in the horizontal axis, and $j$ with the same range in the vertical axis. More formally, we construct a recurrence matrix by comparing embedding vectors with each other at different times, drawing pixels when the distance between vectors falls within an $\epsilon$-neighborhood, where $\epsilon$ is a threshold, $H(.)$ is the Heaviside unit step function, and $\| \cdot \|$ stands for some norm, e.g., the Euclidean norm. The RP is thus obtained by assigning a black (white) dot to the points for which $R_{i,j}=1$ ($0$). By construction, the recurrence matrix is symmetric ($R_{i,j}=R_{j,i}$), and a point is always recurrent to itself, i.e., $R_{i,i}=1$, forming the main diagonal line.

RQA is a set of quantitative procedures to identify and characterize dynamical behavior using RPs, based in three basic kinds of structures: (i) isolated points; (ii) diagonal lines; and (iii) horizontal and vertical lines. In order to quantify these structures, RQA offers a variety of numerical diagnostics. The recurrence rate (RR) is the probability of finding a black recurrence point (for which $R_{i,j}=1$) or

$$RR = \frac{1}{N(N-1)} \sum_{i,j=1 \setminus i \neq j}^{N} R_{i,j}, \quad (1)$$

where $N^2$ is the total number of pixels in a RP. Diagonal lines of length $\ell$ are parallel to the main diagonal line. In RPs they appear with various lengths, so that we compute $P(\ell) = \{\ell_i = 1,2,\cdots,N\}$, which is the frequency distribution of the lengths $\ell_i$ of diagonal lines, $N_i$ being its absolute number with the exception of the main diagonal line. Since the presence of diagonal lines is usually related with deterministic behavior, the fraction of points in a RP belonging to diagonal lines is called determinism (DET), defined as

$$DET = \frac{\sum_{\ell=\ell_{\min}}^{\ell_{\max}} \ell P(\ell)}{\sum_{i,j=1 \setminus i \neq j}^{N} R_{i,j}}, \quad (2)$$

where $\ell_{\min}$ is the minimum length allowed for a diagonal line, whereas the maximum diagonal length is $\ell_{\max} = \max\{\ell_i, i=1,2,\cdots,N\}$. A related quantity is the average diagonal length (Ldm)

$$Ldm = \frac{\sum_{\ell=\ell_{\min}}^{\ell_{\max}} \ell P(\ell)}{\sum_{\ell=\ell_{\min}}^{\ell_{\max}} P(\ell)}. \quad (3)$$

We can use RPs to compute reliable estimates for the Shannon entropy (ENTR) of the distribution of the diagonal lengths.
FIG. 1. Scheme of the experimental setup: (a) viewed from above and (b) cross-sectional view.

\[ \text{ENTR} = - \sum_{\ell = \ell_{\text{min}}}^{\ell_{\text{max}}} p(\ell) \ln p(\ell), \]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where

\[ p(\ell) = \frac{P(\ell)}{\sum_{\ell' = \ell_{\text{min}}}^{\ell_{\text{max}}} P(\ell')}, \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

is the probability distribution of the diagonal line lengths. ENTR reflects the complexity of the deterministic structure in the system.

The length of a vertical line measures the duration of a laminar state (or a state which does not change much with time). Vertical lines of length \( v \) have a probability distribution function \( P(\ell) = \{v \}_{i=1,2,\cdots,N_i} \), where \( N_i \) is the absolute number of vertical lines. The laminarity (LAM) is the percentage of RP points forming vertical lines

\[ \text{LAM} = \frac{\sum_{i,j=1}^{N} vP(v)}{\sum_{i,j=1}^{N} R_{i,j}}, \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where \( v_{\text{min}} \) is the minimum lengths of a vertical line, whereas the maximum vertical length is \( v_{\text{max}} = \max\{v_i, i = 1,2,\cdots,N_i\} \). The trapping time (TT) is the average length of a vertical line

\[ \text{TT} = \frac{\sum_{v_{\text{min}}}^{v_{\text{max}}} vP(v)}{\sum_{v_{\text{min}}}^{v_{\text{max}}} P(v)}. \]  \hspace{1cm} (7)

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experimental results to be studied in this work were obtained from a hydrogen circular plasma produced in the ohmically heated Brazilian tokamak TCABR (Ref. 20 (major radius \( R = 61 \) cm and minor radius \( a = 18 \) cm). The plasma current reaches a maximum value of 100 kA, with a duration 100 ms, the hydrogen filling pressure is 3 \( \times 10^{-3} \) Pa, and the toroidal magnetic field \( B_T = 1.1 \) T. At the scrape-off layer, the electron plasma density is \( n_e = 1.5 \times 10^{18} \) m\(^{-3}\), and the electron temperature is \( T_e \approx 5 \) eV.

Three Langmuir probes measure electrostatic fluctuations within the tokamak plasma outer region. Two of these probes measure the floating potential fluctuations and the third probe measures the ion saturation current fluctuations.\(^{21}\)

The whole set was mounted at the outer equatorial region of the tokamak [Fig. 1(a)]. The measurements were performed at the region comprising the plasma edge and the scrape-off layer \( (r = a) \). The probes are mounted on a movable shaft that can be displaced radially from \( r = 16.5 \) cm to 21.0 m with respect to the center of the plasma column. The probe displacement, however, occurs only for separate discharges, in order not to disturb the plasma due to the movement of the probe. Probe data were digitized at 1 megasample/s and filtered by a 300 kHz antialiasing filter. The electrode was positioned 1.5 cm inside the plasma \( (r/a = 0.92) \), at the equatorial plane and low field side of the plasma column, 160° from the graphite limiter in the plasma current direction (counterclockwise top view) [Fig. 1(b)].

Figure 2 shows the time evolution of a typical tokamak plasma discharge in TCABR. The plasma current [Fig. 2(a)] grows rapidly in the first 20 ms and reaches a plateau where the current stays at a 100 kA level, decaying slowly during the second half until the eventual disruption. The central estimated electron density, indicated by Fig. 2(b), exhibits a similar increase during the first 20 ms with a first plateau level of \( n_e \sim 1.0 \times 10^{19} \) m\(^{-3}\). The dc-bias is switched on at 37 ms and is kept active during the next 29 ms, a time interval indicated by vertical bars in the discharge depicted in Fig. 2(a).

Just after the dc-bias has been started, the electron density experiences a fast increase and achieves a second plateau of \( \sim 1.5 \times 10^{19} \) m\(^{-3}\), which persists during the application of the dc-bias and even for a short time after it has been switched off. This regime of high electron density has some features in common with H-mode confinement. With the Langmuir probes described above there were measured the...
floating potential $V_f$ in the plasma edge, a typical profile being depicted in Fig. 2(c). The featured signal exhibits highly irregular fluctuations from $-200$ to $+200$ V range.

A visual inspection of Fig. 2(c) suggests that the amplitude of the floating potential oscillations undergo a slight decrease just after biasing. On the other hand, a linear data analysis using conventional techniques, e.g., spectral analysis, is also able to evidence some changes in the floating potential fluctuations with and without biasing. For example, after biasing the low-frequency components of the fluctuation spectra become weaker. Hence, we claim that recurrence-based diagnostics are complementary to conventional methods, but having some advantages over spectral analysis.

One of these advantages is that spectral analysis is particularly suitable for linear processes, whereas turbulent fluctuations are known to originate from highly nonlinear processes occurring in the plasma itself as well as the magnetic field used to confine it. Hence a signature of bias in the electrostatic turbulence data should be looked for using procedures suitable to analyze data from nonlinear processes. This happens to be the case of recurrence plots, which harness the recurrent property of chaotic orbits in the phase space. This will be used in Sec. IV to evidence traces of biasing in the turbulent data, which would be elusive otherwise with linear methods of characterization.

IV. ELECTROSTATIC TURBULENCE IN DISCHARGES WITH AND WITHOUT BIASING

Electrostatic turbulent data are expected to be generated by nonlinear systems undergoing complex behavior in space and time, particularly chaotic behavior over an extended realm in space.\(^1\) This means that it is usually difficult to predict the effect of a given perturbation on the output of turbulent measurements. The absence of linearity may cause that a given increase in an external source of energy does not produce an effect of the same magnitude, or even it may not cause an effect at all (as in the case of nonlinear saturation). There are two basic types of changes in turbulent data: qualitative and quantitative ones, the latter being related to the (spatiotemporal) dynamics of the physical processes generating the data.

The detection of quantitative changes using linear approaches such as power spectra is naturally limited in view of the strong nonlinear character of plasma turbulence, and encourages the use of diagnostics more appropriate to complex systems, such as the correlation dimension, Lyapunov exponents, or entropies.\(^2\) However, the existing methods for evaluating those quantities assume that the time series being investigated is stationary, very long, and with only low noise. These requirements are usually impossible to fulfill in plasma experiments. The TCABR analyzed data, for example, are quasistationary since the plasma parameters (as the plasma current and electron density, shown in Fig. 2) vary slowly with respect to the typical dominant fluctuation periods. This condition is fulfilled by choosing windows of 0.5 ms duration, each of them corresponding to 500 sampled data points.

In the specific case of the effect of biasing on the floating potential turbulent oscillations, the recurrence plots for the considered window of two time series, with and without biasing, are depicted in Fig. 3. The corresponding time series is plotted above the RP for the sake of visualization. As mentioned in Sec. III, with respect to Fig. 2(c), a qualitative change that is quite easy to detect is that, during biasing, the overall amplitude of fluctuations decreases, when compared to the same fluctuations without biasing. However, by the present reasoning, this diagnostic does not lead to further conclusions about the intensity or even the noise levels re-
lated to the dynamics of the process occurring during bias in the plasma.

The recurrence plots depicted in Fig. 3 were obtained by choosing the embedding dimension as $d=4$ and the time delay $\tau=20$ $\mu$s was selected by considering that the autocorrelation function is less than $1/e$ in most signals. Instead of fixing the threshold radius $\varepsilon$ (in order to consider two points as being recurrent or not), we fixed the RR so as to uniformize recurrence plots obtained from different kinds of data. In other words, we consider two points as being recurrent or not depending on the overall RR of the series be equal to some given value, like, e.g., 5.0%, which we shall use throughout this work. Hence, if most points are so close that they would be considered recurrent if a fixed threshold be given with a fixed RR they will be recurrent only if their contribution falls into that percentage.

We can recognize even visually substantial changes in the turbulent behavior at the plasma edge by comparing the diagonal and vertical structures of Fig. 3(a) (without bias) with the scattered nature of the recurrence plots depicted by Fig. 3(b) (with bias), which suggests a reduction in the deterministic effect, probably related to the existence of a lower number of large-scale structures due to the biasing. A quantitative assessment of this reduction, however, is provided by RQA.

To evaluate this reduction, in Fig. 4(b) we show the time evolution of DET, the corresponding bias voltage being plotted in Fig. 4(a) for ease of comparison. Each point in Fig. 4(b) represents the result of Eq. (2), as applied to a single RP constructed from consecutive pieces of an original series [see Fig. 3], each of them with 1 ms of length (equivalent to 1000 points). The decrease in DET (by almost a factor of two) is evident just after biasing starts being applied, and resumes its previous values just as biasing is switched off. Such a decrease in DET can be assigned to substantial destruction of structures of the RPs during biasing, a fact that cannot be recognized by a simple inspection of the corresponding original time series in Fig. 3. Moreover, this decrease should result from a deep dynamical change in the physical process producing the turbulent data.

V. RADIAL DEPENDENCE OF RECURRENCE PROPERTIES OF ELECTROSTATIC TURBULENCE DATA

The electrostatic turbulence properties are not uniform over the plasma edge, and we used RQA to evaluate this dependence along the radial direction. Initially we have used the determinism so as to investigate such variation, our results being shown in Fig. 5, where the DET has been computed for signals measured at different radial positions and for several discharges, according to the experimental protocol exposed in Sec. III. Each recurrence plot, for a given radial position, is represented by different points. This choice makes it possible to observe not only the average-variation but also because it gives an idea of the actual distribution of results. Blue (black) in Fig. 5 points represent measured data without biasing, and their radial profile shows an increase as we approach the plasma radius (at $r/a$) with a maximum value just after that location already within the scrape-off layer. After that, we found that DET decreases as we cross the scrape-off layer and approach the tokamak wall. Hence the turbulent fluctuations become weaker, as we move outside the plasma radius toward the vessel wall.

With biasing [red (gray) points], however, the radial profile of DET suffers a radical change. First DET decreases the most where it is more intense, namely at the vicinity of plasma edge, an effect possibly caused by the breakup of coherent large-scale structures in that region. In the second place, this alteration occurs over a wide radial interval. The difference between Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) is that the RR has been fixed as 2.5% and 5.0%, respectively. This is a strong indication that our results are not artifacts of a too small or too large threshold radius $\varepsilon$, and rather represent “truly” recurrent points. Similar changes in values, but not in the trend, were previously observed for discharges without biasing by varying the embedding dimension used to reconstruct the phase space of the system.

Other quantifiers from RQA would present similar results, as shown in Fig. 6, with and without biasing. The radial profiles of laminarity (6) [Fig. 6(a)], Shannon entropy (4) [Fig. 6(b)], average diagonal length (3) [Fig. 6(c)], and trapping time (7) [Fig. 6(d)] show the characteristic increase.
in fluctuation recurrence, as we approach the plasma radius from the plasma core, and its decrease, as we move toward the tokamak wall. Moreover, all the other quantifiers obtained from RQA reinforce the flattening of the radial profiles with biasing [red (gray) points], meaning that the largest reduction comes, as a trend from the larger values of the quantifiers, so yielding a large region of change. In spatial terms, the dynamical change is clearly not a local but rather a global feature of the plasma edge region as a whole.

These results indicate that the recurrence-based results obtained from RQA cannot be taken from themselves, but rather should complement conventional (e.g., spectral or bispectral) methods with whom they may be compared with to get a better picture of the changes we observe in fluctuations due to various processes in the plasma. In a recent paper there were used multifractal diagnostics to investigate edge turbulence, finding similarities between the radial profiles obtained from recurrence-based and Hurst exponent (considering floating potential fluctuations in discharges without biasing).

Besides the floating potential, the Langmuir probes have also been used to measure the ion saturation current fluctuation at different positions in the plasma edge. In Figs. 7(a) and 7(b), we compare the radial profiles of floating potential and ion saturation current data, respectively, with and without biasing. Unlike the potential, the ion saturation current has a quasimonotonic increase as we approach the tokamak wall, with almost constant values in the scrape-off layer. The presence of biasing decreases DET, as before, and the profile seems to be flattened near the plasma radius, and continues to increase in the scrape-off layer, both for $V_f$ and $I_\theta$ data.

The electrostatic potential fluctuations lead to poloidal electric field $E_\theta$ oscillations and thus to a fluctuating radial drift velocity $\tilde{v}_r=\tilde{E}_\theta/B_T$. This $\mathbf{E}\times\mathbf{B}$-drift, on its hand, produces a radial particle flux $\Gamma=\langle n_\perp \tilde{v}_r \rangle$, where the density fluctuations are proportional to the ion saturation current fluctuations $\langle n_\perp \rangle$, on neglecting the temperature fluctuations. These measurements are highly dependent on the radial location where the probe is placed. In this regime, we observe that the radial profiles for the poloidal electric field and radial particle flux are depicted with and without biasing. The overall behavior of $E_\theta$ is similar to that exhibited by the floating potential, and the particle flux has a trend similar to the ion saturation current.

In a previous investigation on the effect of biasing on the MHD activity in TCABR (measured by Mirnov coils), two regimes with different effects of electrode bias were shown. In one regime, the tokamak was configured to obtain a flat-top plasma current of $I_p\approx 100$ kA, such as that depicted in Fig. 2(a), without electrode biasing. In this regime the MHD activity does not grow naturally. By way of contrast, in the other regime (a typical profile being shown in Fig. 8) the ramp of plasma current is more slowly until it reaches a plateau (also at $I_p\approx 100$ kA), and high MHD activity is naturally obtained in this regime. As can be seen in Fig. 8, there is a high MHD activity starting at $\sim 40$ ms and remaining during $\sim 20$ ms. On inspecting Figs. 8(b) and 8(c), we also observe a slight increase in the plasma density due the growth of high MHD activity, as well as a clear change in the floating potential fluctuations.

In the course of the present investigation, discharges of both regimes were used to perform measurements of the floating potential, ion saturation current, poloidal electric field, and turbulence driven particle transport; and the corresponding data were subjected to RQA, the radial profile of DET being plotted in Figs. 9(a)–9(d), respectively. In both regimes, the measured signals are considered before biasing and without high MHD activity. We observe that the radial profile of DET is virtually unchanged as discharges of both...
regimes are considered. Moreover, these results indicate the 
good reproducibility of the RQA diagnostics, as well as the 
TCABR experimental conditions (once the two completely 
different sets of discharges were used and consistent profiles 
were observed for all the four considered data sets).

VI. CONCLUSIONS

RQA is a powerful approach for the investigation of 
nonlinear time series appearing in a variety of physically 
interesting applications, since RQA quantifies the number 
and duration of recurrences of a dynamical system presented 
by its phase space trajectory. One of the advantages from 
using RQA is to get measures for quantifying the information 
content even of turbulent signals. Those recurrence-based di-
agnostics, such as determinism, Shannon entropy, laminarity, 
trapping time, etc., reflect how predictable a system is.38

The experimental time series considered in this paper are 
electrostatic potential fluctuations, ion saturation current, po-
loidal electric field and radial transport particle flux in the 
edge plasma of the TCABR tokamak, with and without elec-
trode biasing. Although several quantitative diagnostics of 
recurrence were used, we found DET to be a sufficiently 
enlightening measure to quantify the variations in the dy-
namics of the analyzed plasma electrostatic fluctuations sig-
nals. In other words, the higher is DET for a measured time 
signal (within a given time window) the more predictable it 
is.

We found that, for the floating potential and poloidal 
electric field fluctuations, the values of DET decrease with 
the application of biasing at the edge region. For those sig-
als, DET decreased the most where it was more pronounced 
within the plasma column, namely just before the plasma 
edge. As for the ion saturation current and turbulent flux 
data, DET also diminished with application of biasing, but 
this decrease did not occur with most intensity where it was 
most pronounced before biasing, since the maximum value 
of DET occurred at the scrape-off layer.

Another noteworthy feature of recurrence-based tech-
niques is that it was capable of distinguish biased from non-
baised discharges using windows as small as 1 ms. More-
over, the diagnostics we used (determinism, laminarity, 
entropy, etc.) gave consistent results in several plasma dis-
charges, so as to give us confidence on the reproducibility of 
the results we reported in this work. In general, the values of 
the recurrent-based diagnostics presented a significant vari-
ation near the plasma edge and were proven to be remarkably 
sensitive to perturbations. In fact, the radial dependence of 
the electrostatic turbulence level at the vicinity of the plasma 
radius is a signature of the role played by radial density 
gradients in the generation of drift waves which is the essen-
tial cause of turbulence in the plasma edge. The presence of 
steep density gradients in the plasma edge can give rise to 
fully developed drift-wave turbulence.1

The radial profiles for the poloidal electric field and the 
floating potential fluctuations were found to be very similar 
without biasing. The value of DET related to the poloidal 
electric field presents a significant reduction due to the bias-
ing within a region more internal than for the floating poten-
tial. However the effect of biasing is quite different for those 
signals, despite one is obtained from the other. In addition, 
the ion saturation current and the radial particle flux have 
similar properties, with and without biasing. Hence the ion 
saturation current seems to be more important than the radial 
velocity fluctuations for the dynamics of the radial particle 
flux. Another interesting feature was that the reduction in 
DET did not occur at the same radial position of the biasing 
electrode but slightly after that point.

Two types of discharges were considered in our analysis.
In discharges of the first regime (or regime A, for short) the plasma current increases relatively fast and reaches a plateau approximately together with the electron density. For regime B discharges, however, the plasma current increases at a slower rate and reaches a plateau well after the electron density does. High MHD activity occurs spontaneously for regime B discharges, oppositely as for regime A discharges. The recurrence-based diagnostics we used in this work showed similar profiles for these two regimes in absence of high MHD activity. Hence the turbulence should exhibit a similar dynamics for both regimes A and B. As a consequence, the differences between both regimes may not be due to turbulence-related effects.

We proposed in this paper that the powerful tools provided by RQA should be useful, in general, to characterize plasma changes observed in experiments where some kind of plasma control is applied. This could be the case, for example, in discharges with ELM suppression, turbulence modification by resonant divertors, or even during abrupt changes occurring in the LH transition.
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32Freedly available software for obtaining RPs and performing RQA is listed in http://www.recurrence-plot.tk/programmes.php.